
5th 
Grade  
Lesson

Rotation Schedule
8:15 - 8:50 10:30 - 10:55 Check-in

8:50 - 9:10 10:55 - 11:15 Lesson

9:10 - 9:30 11:15 - 11:35 Craft

9:30 - 9:50 11:35 - 11:55 Outdoor Activity

9:50 - 10:10 11:55 - 12:15 Worship

10:10 - end 12:15 - end Check-Out

August 18, 2019

Today’s Scripture 
“You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows” 

Psalm 23:5b 
There are many reasons a sheep needs a shepherd to anoints a sheep head. One reason 

is to keep flies, gnats, and other insects away. Another reason is to protect the sheep 
from “scab”, a disease that irritates the skin of the sheep. Also, oil helps sheep to glance 
off of each other if they start butting one another. In the same way, God anoints us with 
the Holy Spirit who meets us daily in his word. When we allow him to come near, all of a 
sudden annoyances and sin in the world won’t creep in, causing us harm and pulling out 

attention off of Him. Instead we have the Fruit of the Spirit.



 

Worship 
- Walk your class to the sanctuary for the 

2nd set of worship. IF the balcony is full, 
you will be worshipping downstairs on 
the ramp to the side of the stage. 

- Please be mindful of any adults who 
might also be sitting along the ramp in 
case of overflow seating. 

- Quietly and quickly start leading your 
kids back to class at closing prayer for 
check-out.

Craft 
- Taught by TBD
- Help your kids do their craft
- Help maintain a neat environment
- Lead your class in cleaning up at the end as a way to bless 

the next class

Thank you for being a part of the Kids Ministry summer team! As a volunteer in a 
classroom, you will be filling the roll of class “shepherd”. As a shepherd, you are 

responsible for leading your assigned class through scheduled rotations as noted on 
the previous page. While you won’t be responsible for teaching a lesson, you are still 

responsible to love and guide your kids throughout the day. 
Please continue reading for me details on how to lead throughout the service. 

Check-ins 
- Serve snack 
- Receive and greet each child and 

parent as they arrive 
- Help each child feel seen, loved, and 

included 
- Be gracious, loving, and kind 
- Lead and help the kids clean up after 

themselves

Classroom Shepherd Instructions

Check-outs 
- Welcome each parent back. 
- Check their Guardian Receipts to make sure the kids are going home with the correct adult. 
- Please clean up according to the instructions on the bulletin board in your classroom. Thx! 

Please no 
dropping 

things over 
the rail. 

Thank you!

Outdoor  
Activity 
*please see attached*

Lesson 
taught by Betsy 

Please help your class pay 
attention and be respectful 

to the teacher so that 
everyone can hear and learn.



*Outdoor Activity*
-

Shepherd Lead Game

Grab your clipboard and 
lead your class downstairs 
to the front of the church 

where you will work 
alongside the other 

shepherds to lead a fun, 
organized game with 

prizes!!

Time to get 

our wiggles 

out and 

play a fun 

game!

Note: if a child does not 
want to play the game, 
there are hoola hoops, 

jump ropes, and sidewalk 
chalk available to play 

with.

Water Relay
Supplies: 
• 4 buckets filled with water
• sponges
• 4 empty buckets with a marking on the 

inside
• Towels

Directions 
1. Get kids into groups 2-4 even groups. Each team lines up at one of the 

buckets filled with a bucket and water
2. The first child fills the sponge with water and runs it to the bucket at the 

other end of the blacktop, squeezing the water into the bucket. Then runs 
back

3. Then the next person does the same, and it continues until the bucket on 
the other end is filled to the final mark.

4. The first team to finish first wins a prize!       


